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SYMBOLS

= coefficient of drag

S = coefficient of lift

V) = drag force

= modulus of elasticity

Z moment of inertia

a = mass of beam

= mass of load

S = Reynolds number

S = Strouhal number

S = velocity

d = diameter

f = frequency

S = length

= kinematic viscosity

= mass density

W! = angular frequency
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ABSTRACT

The predominant forces on t mast projecting from a sub-

merged submarine through the surface ire steady drag, periodic

lift, and wave impact. As the natural frequency of vibration

of the mast-radome configuration under consideration is in

the vicinity of the vortex shedding frequency, a catastrophic

instability should be expected. Since the function of the

radome at the top of the mast is to protect the encapsulated

instruments, any large deflection of the dome could endanger

the contents. The forces on the dome due to drag and break-

ing waves are estimated for particular operating conditions,

numerical values being presented in tabular form for the

force distribution over the dome. Alno qiven is the fre-

quency of occurrence of the significant wave for these con-

ditions. The impact force prevails over all others and

represents the major obstacle to successful operation of

the system in high seas. Pertinent criteria are established

to serve as guidelines for the design of the system.

INTRODUCTION

One of the navigation devices for a submarine is the Radiometric Sextant,

a radio telescope housed in a radome. In making a submerged, underway obeerva-

tion, the radome is extended by a mast from a topside storage chamber ar.d is

projected through the surface in periscope fashion. In this position the

mast-radome combination may be subjected to a variety of hydrodynamic loads:
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steady drag and lift, oscillatory drag and lift, and wave action. The re-

sponse of the radome and mast to severe conditions of loading, such as high

aseas or crash dives, determines the operational capabilities. Also it is

important to know the period of time that the radome can be expected to -

remain exposed to the air continuously. The David Taylor Model Basin has

been requested by the Bureau of Ordnance to analyze the configuration shown

in Drawing No. 11824 of the Detroit Controls Corporation to determine the

factors affectitig the performance of the system. (See Figure 1.)

ANALYSIS

Tne two shapes for the radome to be studied are pictured in Figure 1.

-IFor :he purpose of an approximate calculation, the cylindrical mast is

assumed to be infinitely long compared with its diameter, and deeply sub-

merged. The Reynolds numbers for the mast shown in Figure 1 are computed

from R2

At 6 knots x 4

At 20 knots 20x 1/.69x/ -

4.4 x /0-1

DRAG FORCES

Drag coefficients for this cylinder are taken from Reference 1.*

The drag is assumed to be uniform along the length, and is equal to D='d4V.

A 6 knots 00,4XZ G 4 X/'9,) x

6/lb/t

* References are listed on page 9.
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At 20 knots V = 0.5 ~ zX~ 2 2Ae}~

= 650 lb/41

For the radome the Reynolds number is:

At 6 knots 6 X _/ -9 X 3SXl06
14 x /0 /

At 20 knots R= 14XIO.X / 2x/O7

Drag coefficients at these very high Reynolds numbers have never been deter-

mined, even for such simple shapes as spheres or infinite cylinders. The

same is true for the pressure distributions about these objects. Therefore,

to obtain approximate values for drag and pressure coefficients certain

simpl1Zying assumptions have been made:

a. The drag and pressure coefficients at the midpoint of a finite

cylinder ae the same as for an infinite cylinder.

b. The drag and pressure coefficients for the flow about spheres

and cylinders do not change with Reynolds number for Reynolds numbers

above 1.0 x 106

c. The pressure coefficients at the intersection of a hemisphere

and a cylinder are the average values for the sphere and cylinder.

d. The pressure coefficients vary linearly along the geometrical

elements.

e. The oncoming flow is perpendicular to the axis.

f. Local deformations caused by the flow result only in second-order

changes to the flow.
f%,

Using these assumptions, an array of concentrated forces at points

over the surface of the hemisphere-cylinder combination can be determined.

3 L
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The coordinates of the points were selected in the following manner: (Refer

to Figure L) Vertical elements are spaced 15 degrees around the body, inter-

secting 15-degree "parallels" in the hemisphere and six equally spaced cir-

cular elements in the cylinders. For the spherical body the force distribu-

tions for a sphere is assumed, with meridians spaced at 15 degrees and cut

by parallels spaced 15 degrees apart. The pressure distributions of cylinders

and spheres, taken from Reference ; is shown in Figure 2. This figure also

shows the pressure distribution about the elliptical fvrward portion of two

sonar domes.3 Since the forward half of the sphere-cylinder radome may be

considered to be an ellipse of zero eccentricity, these pressure distribu-

tions should be interrelated. The values of the maximum negative pressure,

a significant function of the shape, are plotted against the minor to major

axis ratio (Figure 2). The points lie close to a straight line, which

suggests that a similarity does exist and that the distribution of pressure

chosen for the radome is probably realistic. Also shown in Figure 2 is a

third pressure dist-'ibution on the ellipses near the junction of the

cylindrical and ellipsoidal portion. This line lies between the other two

lines that represent the pressures around the cylindrical and ellipsoidal

portions. This seems to justify assumption (c). Tables 1 through 3 present

the force distributions over the radomes at 6 and 20 knots.

LIFT FORCES

When the radome Is protruding from its storage container, only this

upper portion is exposed to the flow and therefore subject to vertical lift

forces. If the vertical components of the forces over the spherical portion
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of the dome are summed, the following lifts are obtained:

At 6 knots 765 Ib, upward

At 20 knots 8500 ib, upward.

Buoyancy forces give additional lifts as follows:

For Figure la 5200 ib, upward

For Figure lb 3600 ib, upward

For the mast 113 lb per ft, upward.

VIBRATION

If the mast is considered as a cantilever beam in air, fixed at the

upper bearing and having an added mass at the free end, the natural fre-

quency of the first mode is given by Reference 4 as

3, 0,3 _______73 .'A ,.2! fb )

I4 G 2 lt4/2: = 2,82/I6sc ,n "

03 A, X 
1, 2

1 -4 X lb 1

S= IU5 X IA" / /10/7 X,=92 /0 I0 /f

64/ - -/ 2 "

3 3 X X /0 .-/X/0 5 2 rad /,er3.6x /oe " ,35 :<S o~eF "

- 4.7 cPs
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A characteristic of the flow about a cylinder is the periodic shedding

of vortices. The freqoency of the exciting force from this hydrodynamic

source can be computed from the Strouhal number at the given Reynolds number,

using the equation Jr= V1/d . A value for S of 0.4 is given in Reference I

for Reynolds numbers between 1 and 3 x 106.

At 6 knots 5f = /..X1x 4

At 20 knots 9 = ,,X2OxO.4 ?9Q
15

Thus it can be seen that the (rigid) mass is subjected to an alternating

transverse lift force in the neigbborhood of its natural frequency. The

mast, therefore, would be expected to vibrate at its natural frequency.

Vortices would continue to be shed, not at the frequency given by the

Strouhal number, however, but at the natural frequency of the mast. By

this mechanism of self-excitation, very large periodic lift forces and

concomitant large amplitudes of vibration are produced. The amplitude of

the oscillating lift force is given by

where the amplitude of G is equal to 0.6 for nonvibrating cylinders.
5

For a vibrating cylinder the ccefficient is somewhat higher, and 'epends

upon the dissipation and radiation of the energy.6 A value of 1.0 has

been reported for a cylinder towed in water. 7 The periodic drag forces,

which qre a part of this same mechanism, result in a relatively small

change in drag and so their effect may be neglected.
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WAVE ACTION

Wave impact loads and exposure time have been studied in connection

with another submarine navigation device.8 The general problem of impact

loading is discussed in Reference 9. In Reference 8 a ship speed of 6 knots

into a State 5 sea is assumed. The effective dynamic pressure is shown to

be 1820 lb/sq ft, and with an impact coefficient of 3.14 gives a unit impact

pressure of 5715 lb/sq ft. The significant wave height for a wind speed

of 24 knots is 12 ft. For a breaking wave the wave length would be 120 ft.

The time between successive encounters Vith such a wave is 38 seconds. This

is based on an average wave length of 160 ft, an average wave height of

7.9 f, and a range of periods from 3.7 to 13.5 seconds. If, however, the

shtp is assumed to go at 6 knots with the sea, the effective pressure is

506 lb/sq ft, giving an impact pressure of 1590 lb/sq ft. Here the time

between encounters would be 96 seconds.

DISCUSSION

Of the forces encountered by the mast, the drag appears to be the

least forbidding. The forces on the mast due to vortex shedding and wave

action, as well as the drag, could be reduced by fairing. However this is

not practicable, since, in general, the directions of the forces cannot be

predicted. For the dome, however, the forces are very large whereas the

structure is relatively light. Local distortion of the surface will affect

the internal clearances but the real problem is the deflectioa of the dome,

as a whole, due to drag or wave action. Tables 1, 2, and 3 can be used to

estimate the drag and lift forces acting on the domes. Although the forces

7
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on the spherical dome are smaller, this advantage is offset by the narrower

base and so a larger deflection should be expected. In a State 5 sea the dome

would certainly be expected to encounter at least one breaking wave. Since

streamlining is not feasible, the dome mus have built-in rigidity, a require-

ment which may not be compatible with its function.

CONCLUSIONS

In relatively calm seas the stresses in the mast due to drag and

vibratory forces predominate. They can be minimized by making the mast as

stiff as possible; i.e., keeping the unsupported length short and the moment

of inertia high. In a heavy sea or in diving with the dome extended, the

dome as a whole will be deflected. Thus the dome should be short with a

wide base, favoring the cylindrical shape. High lift and buoyancy forces

must be overcome in retracting the dome. In rough seas the exposure time

can be expected to be between 38 and 96 seconds, depending oxu the heading

with respect to sea.
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